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Surplus equipment can be a source for both business opportunities and project leverage, but buying and 
selling it can be an arduous and resource-consuming task. So is Indexing, storing and maintaining it for 
extended periods of time. Now an innovative and relatively simplistic web platform looks to be a game 
changer and big money saver, by connecting buyers and sellers on a global scale. It’s called SurplusHub, and 
Oil and Gas Innovation sat down with CEO and Founder Per Kåre Liland to learn more.

OGI: Primary issues for oil companies is 
to reduce downtime, increase efficiency, 
managing resources effectively, and remain 
environmentally friendly as possible. Could 
you explain to our readers how your solution 
will help in these regards?
Per: As any industry professional knows, 
getting hold of spare parts or replacements 
for broken down pieces of vital equipment 
can be a race against the clock. Every hour of 
downtime will cost money, and might even 
pose a threat to safety or the environment. 
On top of that, the part in question might not 
even have been produced yet, or it might not 
get the production priority they need from 
their supplier. And if they do get fast tracked, 
it is usually a very costly chain of events. 
SurplusHub’s global reach opens up a new, 
alternate route to fix those problems.
As efficiency aspects go, they are dependent 

on a number of factors. Organizing storage 
space, maintaining unused standby 
equipment, staffing, electricity, database 
logistics; all these things play a part. By 
lowering the bar for reducing the amount 
of equipment depending on all those factors 
and more, efficiency levels can improve 
significantly.
OGI: Thank you for your time. •
For information on how SurplusHub can help 
your company’s operations please contact Per 
Kåre Liland, CEO & Founder at 
pk@surplushub.com  
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OGI: Could you start by explaining SurplusHubs’ 
credentials and experience in terms of your 
products and services in the Oil and Gas sector? 
Could you tell our readers the breadth of your 
experience, how long the company has been 
active, and its reach?
Per: SurplusHub is a premier online portal for 
selling and buying surplus oil and gas equipment 
and materials on a global scale. It has been 
designed and developed from the ground up 
in close cooperation with experienced industry 
professionals to ensure that it perfectly fits the 
habits, needs and operational patterns of the 
whole breadth of the industry.
Although the actual company and portal are 

new ventures, they are based on an idea that 
has been maturing for close to 15 years. Now 
that the necessary web technology has become 
available, and fresh on the heels of a sudden 
market downturn, it was time to bring it to life. 
The founders and backers of the project have 
decades of hands on experience from a wide 
range of industry segments and operations, and 
the combination of industry experience and state 
of the art technology and solutions ensures a 
perfect tool for a global reach.
What we bring to the table is an innovative and 

extremely user friendly spin on a business model 
that is as old as the industry itself, by enabling 
owners of surplus equipment and materials, both 
used and new, to connect with potential buyers 
on a global scale. We offer an opportunity to sell 
excess and buy equipment without having to rely 
on personal networks and connections, costly 
advertising or time-consuming negotiations. 
It’s all backed by an unparalleled search engine, 
unique direct contact between interested parties, 
world class third party services at the click of a 
button, a very high level of transparency and an 
interface that lowers the bar all the way down for 
the users.
In short, we offer a new way to buy and 

sell equipment that facilitates efficiency, 
transparency, increased exposure and quality 
assurance, all with minimal

environmental impact.
OGI: What types of solutions do 
you specifically offer the oil and gas / 
offshore industry?
Per: SurplusHub is meant to be the 
solution for anyone looking to either 
sell specialized or mass produced 
items to a market where locating 
buyers can be a tedious task, or buyers 
looking to get a good deal on items 
and equipment they need or will need 
in the future. 
We have developed a very innovative, 
proprietory technological solution 
based on complex algorithms that 
guarantees an optimal user experience 
and a system that will become smarter 
by individual usage. We are are not 
buyers. We have no warehouse, and we do 
not sell anything ourselves. We simply offer 
a platform for sellers and buyers to meet and 
make arrangements and transactions. That 
eliminates the aspect of speculation, and also 
has the added benefit of allowing our users to 
expand their network on a global scale. We 
make money by charging minor subscription- 
and commission fees on items sold, but 
for many sellers that is both negligible and 
acceptable, seeing how we offer an opportunity 
for them to sell items that might otherwise 
either gather dust in a lot somewhere or be 
sold for scrap for dimes on the dollar. 
OGI: What are the advantages of being able 
to quickly buy and sell surplus materials and 
equipment in the oil and gas sector? 
Per: First of all: Having to store surplus 
equipment is both costly and time consuming. 
By having an option to quickly offer and 
transfer that equipment to someone needing 
it is a win-win for both parties. Secondly: 
Getting hold of essential equipment and units 
can be equally costly and time-consuming. As 
a result of lessons learned from the market 
crash, you can expect fewer companies to 
produce unit on spec, to avoid overstock. 
That in turn might result in long lead times 
for deliveries. SurpusHub is a vent for that; 
now companies might find units they need in 
record time, even if they are located across the 
globe. And even by calculating in inspection, 
expediting and other logistics it will still save 
them time and money.

Per Kåre Liland, CEO & Founder

The SurplusHub.com state-of-the-art 
website is backed by an App which give 
the users all the important functionality 

from the web as well - and they are 
working 100% simultaneously.


